
sleep sofa

Somna



Research has shown that when loved ones 
stay nearby, they promote recovering and 
healing to those in need. Fostering this vital 
caregiving role, Somna provides the comfort 
needed for a patient's most important 
support system. 

COMFORT AND CARE THAT 
FEELS LIKE HOME.



https://vimeo.com/892668600/5a7ef4d16d?share=copy
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SOMNA

SCALABLE TO FIT
Somna provides flexibility to 
interior designers and facilities 
when space is at a premium. 
Maintaining adaptability as a 
primary feature, Somna can be 
specified down to the inch, so it 
can fit perfectly into any alcove.



SOMNA

A SPACE TO RECHARGE
Somna delivers the options to 
help users recharge: in-arm or 
undermount power; armless or 
wide arms to rest devices or 
drinks; and multiple arm cap 
materials. Integrating a copilot 
pull-up table adds even more 
flexibility for visitors.
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SOMNA

READY FOR REST
When it's time to rest, Somna 
easily folds down into a 
comfortable bed, so loved ones 
can recharge nearby, and bring 
the comforting support and 
closeness vital to healing.
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SOMNA

ELEVATED DESIGN
The elevated design of Somna 
makes it appear visually lighter 
while also being physically easier 
for staff to reposition and 
access below for cleaning. 
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With versatile arm styles, caster, glide, and 
power options combined with a 
contemporary palette, Somna provides 
ultimate flexibility.



SOMNA

OPTIONS ABOUND
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SOMNA

OPTIONS ABOUND
Somna sets on casters or 
large-surface glides, so it can
be easily moved around
without marring the floor.
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SOMNA

OPTIONS ABOUND
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SOMNA
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SOMNA

ARMLESS STYLES

armless sleep sofa

armless sleep sofa with laminate wrap
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SOMNA

WITH ARMS
low arm sleep sofa

high arm sleep sofa22



SOMNA

UPHOLSTERY
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SOMNA

CLEAN OUT
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SOMNA

MADE TO LAST
Designed for healthcare's
challenges, the Somna sleep 
sofa ensures easy part 
replacement if damaged. 
This includes arm caps, 
fold-down back, feet, 
casters, and glides.
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JSIFURNITURE.COM
Find more resources at

SOMNA




